Stone Age – Spring Term – Year 3
English
Reading
 Understanding of text
 Characters’ feelings,
thoughts and motives for
actions.
 Prediction
 Structure
 Language
 Range of genres

Art

Writing
 Adventure and Mystery Stories.
 Stories in a familiar setting.
 Instructions.
 Shape poetry.

SPAG
 Word families
 Inverted commas
 Spelling techniques
 Fronted adverbials
 Prefixes
 Present perfect form of verbs
 Conjunctions
 Year 3 Silver Spellings
 Spelling Rules







Computing

Research and design a Stone Age carving.
Create a Stone Age carving.
Sketching and shading to create a Stone Age
house.
Create a cave painting using natural materials.
Using different materials to create a Stonehenge
piece of artwork.

PHSE and Modern Britain




Mathematics
Number/calculation
 Addition
 Subtraction
 Multiplication
 Division.
 Fractions
 Reasoning and problem solving.

Geometry and measures
 Time
 Reasoning and problem solving.






Forces





To investigate how things move
(push/pull)
To explore magnetism
(noticing & exploring)
To test different materials









The Stone Age
Time and chronology of The Stone Age.
Palaeolithic, Mesolithic and Neolithic times.
Stone Age houses.
Stone Age carvings.
Skara Brae.
Food and diet in the Stone Age.
Stone Age vocabulary.

DT





Languages

Research how Stone Age people moved heavy
objects.
Compare and contrast how people moved
heavy objects in the Stone Age and how they
move them now.
Design a modern way to move heavy objects.
Create a modern way to move heavy objects.
Evaluate the device I have made.

Music



Weather and seasons
Numbers 11-20
Classroom objects
Numbers 20-30
Easter

Analysing and listening
Composing, learning and playing

After half term: Learning to play the ocarina.

History/Geography
To understand what light is.
To explore reflections (mirrors).
To understand how shadows are created.
To plan, carry out and evaluate a shadow
investigation.




We Are Network Engineers
Learning about networks
Ip addresses



Statistics
 Charts and pictograms
 Reasoning and problem solving.







Light

We Are Presenters
Input – flipvids.
Uploading videos
Editing videos
Adding effects to videos



Good to be me
Going for goals

Modern

Science






Physical




Education

Gym – balances, rolls and movements between,
creating a sequence with my skills.
ODA – teamwork, trust, following instructions,
following a map and compass skills.
Real PE - Dynamic balance on a line. I can walk
forwards and backwards, lifting my knees up to a
90 degree angle and swinging opposite arms to
leg.

Religious




Incarnation
“What is the Trinity?”

Education

